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Abstract 
A machine-learning based approach is used to segment 14 X-ray computed-tomography 

datasets acquired by lab-based scanning of laser-milled, high-temperature polymer electrolyte 

fuel cell samples mounted in a 3D-printed sample holder. Two modes of operation, one with 

constant current load and the other with current cycling, are explored and their impact on 

microstructural change is correlated with electrochemical performance degradation. 

Constant-current testing shows the overall quantity of phosphoric acid in the gas diffusion 

layers is effectively unchanged between 50 and 100 hours of operation but that inter-electrode 

distribution becomes less uniform. Current-cycling tests reveals similar quantities of 

phosphoric acid but a different intra-electrode distribution. Membrane swelling appears more 

pronounced after current-cycling tests and in both cases, significant catalyst layer migration is 

observed. The present analysis provides a lab-based approach to monitoring microstructural 

degradation in high-temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cells and provides a more accessible 

and more statistically robust platform for assessing the impact of phosphoric acid mitigation 

strategies.   
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1 Introduction 
High-temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cells (HT-PEFC) are typically composed of 

polybenzimidazole (PBI) membranes doped with phosphoric acid (PA)[1], wherein the polymer 

backbone provides mechanical integrity, and the acid endows the membrane electrode 

assembly (MEA) with relatively high proton conductivity (>0.1 S.cm-1) at elevated operating 

temperatures (150-200 °C)[2]. Compared with their low-temperature polymer electrolyte fuel 

cell (LT-PEFC) analogues, typically containing hydrated perfluorosulphonic acid (often, 

Nafion®) membranes, HT-PEFCs are not limited to being run at 80 °C (ambient pressure) as 

they do not need to retain water in liquid form to be suitably hydrated for their ionic conductivity. 

Along with mitigating water management issues, the higher operating temperature of 

HT-PEFCs also suppresses the impact of fuel impurities; where LT-PEFCs are constrained 

mostly to running on only pure hydrogen streams, HT-PEFC systems have been developed 

with much greater CO tolerance[3]. Although the oxygen reduction reaction at the cathode is 

hindered by the presence of phosphate anions at the Pt catalyst surface[4][5], HT-PEFCs have 

a lower sensitivity to the sorts of contaminants found in steam reformates (H2S as well as CO), 

this opens up the opportunity for combined heat and power or auxiliary power unit 

applications[2]. Moreover, at these higher temperatures, the electrochemical reaction kinetics 

are improved versus their LT-PEFCs as exchange current density increases exponentially with 

temperature[6]. 

For sufficient proton conductivity, both in the membrane and in the catalyst layers (CL), 

a large concentration of PA is required[7]. Although it has been shown that the maximum 

protonation degree of PBI by PA is reached with a doping level of 2 acid molecules per repeat 

unit[8], often acid doping levels of up to 6-16 are realised[9][10][11], leading to a majority of 

acid molecules being free and highly mobile. This encourages high proton conductivity (pure 

H3PO4 has a conductivity of around 0.650 S.cm-1)[12] but can impede electrode reactions if 

the phosphate anion adsorbs at the active sites, and/or it increases mass transfer losses if 

gas permeation is made more difficult[7]. It has been shown that PA distribution is effectively 



independent of how it is introduced, but that its quantity influences the achievable performance 

of the HT-PEFC MEA[7]. 

For many years, PA redistribution was investigated by cell-averaged methods, such 

as by post-mortem analysis[7][13] or electrochemical techniques[7][14][15][16][17][18]. 

Recently, further insight has been provided by synchrotron X-ray radiographic imaging, in both 

in-plane[19][20][21][22] and through-plane[23] modes. In-plane X-ray radiography identified 

reversible membrane swelling upon current draw[19][20][22] and attributed increased 

transmission in the membrane to the dilution of PA by product water[19][20][22] or crossover 

processes[20][22]. Through-plane studies suggested that chemical conversion of PA was 

accompanied by a redistribution of its derivatives as dilution alone would not explain the 

transmission differences observed. The work revealed heterogeneity in PA distribution after 

operation above 0.35 A.cm-2, with transmission changes greater under flow-field channels 

than under ribs[23]. Unfortunately, in this work, it was not possible to identify if these changes 

originated from PA redistribution or inhomogeneous membrane swelling, highlighting the 

drawback common to all the radiographic investigations - the lack of the third dimension. 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) involves the acquisition of radiographic projections that 

are collected by incrementally rotating samples, positioned between a source and detector, 

through regularly spaced angles. The full set of projections are processed using mathematical 

back-projection algorithms to give a three-dimensional reconstruction of the X-ray attenuation 

coefficient distribution within the sample. Eberhardt et al. demonstrated the first tomographic 

investigation of HT-PEFCs, developing grayscale-concentration calibration curves for 

quantifying PA in the gas diffusion layer (GDL), CL and membrane[24]. The work compared 

MEAs immersed in known concentrations of PA, correlating local grayscale to bulk PA 

concentration and its concentration in “PA + C” mixtures, whose grayscale peaks overlapped 

in the image histograms for all concentrations. The authors conceded that at low PA 

concentrations, PA and “PA + C” peaks were not separable, such that PA volume in the GDL 

of wet samples was estimated by a slice-by-slice subtraction method versus the GDL of a 

different dry sample. All images were of non-operated components at room temperature, thus 



the quantities of PA in the GDLs were not representative of real operation. Follow-up operando 

studies targeted PA re-distribution under dynamic load conditions[25], monitoring PA 

distribution in the anode GDL as a function of current density. Increasing current density from 

0.2 to 0.8 A.cm-2 coincided with PA flowing into the anode GDL, and a continuous path of PA 

between membrane and flow-field was observed after 15 min. GDL and flow-field immediately 

lost PA upon lowering the current, implying an inverse process at play. The original condition 

was not re-established, with some PA lost from the electrolyte reservoir, potentially 

contributing to long-term degradation. “Electrochemical pumping”, similar to that in phosphoric 

acid fuel cells[26], was reported to be behind PA migration from cathode to anode, resultant 

from H2PO4
- migration in this direction. The average increase in grayscale on the anode side, 

with a small decrease on the cathode, is consistent with the pumping mechanism, but the 

increase in grayscale value (greater absorption) in the membrane was counter to the 

behaviour in prior radiographic studies[19][21][20][22]. 

Recently, Halter et al. investigated PA leaching over two current cycles, linking PA 

content to mass transport losses, approximating flooding times and highlighting CL cracks as 

the determining factor for PA egress from the membrane[27], as supported by work by 

Chevalier et al.[28]. The latter work used synchrotron X-ray CT to produce inputs for a pore 

network model (PNM)[29], combining with an invasion percolation algorithm[30] to predict PA 

mass and invasion patterns, matching well to experiment[7]. However, only one sample with 

an unrealistically thick CL (100-200 µm) was studied. 

Although synchrotron experiments have revealed important insights into PA 

(re-)distribution, beamtime access is limited, time constraints mean that only a few samples 

are investigated in each study, and the high flux risks radiation damage to membranes. 

Fortunately, the recent application of lab-based X-ray micro-CT in materials science[31], 

among other fields[32][33], has allowed for approaches to imaging HT-PEFC in a more 

accessible fashion, albeit with polychromatic radiation and lower flux. An early example 

investigated CL morphologies from different fabrication routes but without information on PA 

distribution[34]. Schonvogel et al. explored the use of accelerated stress tests (AST), one of 



which was used in this work (0.6 to 1.0 A cm-2 cycling), but their X-ray micro-CT images were 

simply used to identify CL crack, without any segmentation of the acquired tomograms, nor 

comprehensive analysis of the MEA in three dimensions[35]. More recent work by Halter et al. 

used PA injection methods, which rely on subtractive imaging (“dry” subtracted from “wet” 

images), to investigate the influence of PA concentration and temperature on the wetting 

behaviour of PA on GDL materials by capillary pressure and contact angle measurements[36], 

quantifying the capillary pressure required to see PA breakthrough the entire gas diffusion 

electrode (GDE), albeit for their specific materials selection and not from PA introduced into 

the GDE in-situ. A follow-up operando study of PA migration in HT-PEFCs with two different 

CL morphologies correlated their previous ex-situ injection work with real operando 

performance[37], showing that even at the low current densities of 0.2 A.cm-2, PA is present 

in CL cracks, but increases significantly at higher current densities of 0.8 A.cm-2. 

The focus of the present study is on improving the implementation of accessible, 

lab-based X-ray micro-CT in the study of HT-PEFCs, with a focus on monitoring PA migration. 

The investigations make use of the AST procedure introduced recently[35], wherein load 

cycling between 0.6 and 1.0 A.cm-2 is used to accelerate PA leaching and allow for 

semi-quantitative determinations to be made from high-resolution, segmentable tomograms. 

Emphasis is placed on increasing the statistical robustness of X-ray lab-based CT, leveraging 

its greater longitudinal availability versus the synchrotron, as well as mitigating poorer contrast 

by acquiring tomograms from several replicates with optimised scanning parameters. The 

results indicate that the AST used is sufficient to bring about PA migration that can be reliably 

identified by lab-based micro-CT and paves the way for lab-based investigations of PA 

leaching mitigations in state-of-the-art HT-PEFC microstructures. 

2 Materials and Methods 
2.1 HT-PEFC 
2.1.1 Materials 
The samples were fabricated by coating two commercial GDLs with in-house prepared MPLs 

and CLs, before hot-pressing around a PA-doped commercial PBI membrane. The GDL used 



was a 280-µm-thick carbon paper (TGPH 090, Toray) containing 5 wt% 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The MPL ink constituted 90 wt% Ketjen black (EC-300J, 

AkzoNobel) and 10 wt% PTFE (Sigma Aldrich) in iso-propanol (IPA), giving a Ketjen black 

MPL loading of 1 mg.cm-2. The CL ink was prepared by blending 80 wt% Pt/C catalyst (60% 

Pt loading, Fisher Scientific) and 20 wt% PTFE in a 2:3 mixture of de-ionized water and IPA. 

The 30-µm-thick PBI membrane (Fumapem® AP-30, Fumatech) was doped with PA by 

immersing in 85 wt% orthophosphoric acid (PA, Fisher Scientific) at 140 °C for 6 h. The doped 

membranes were vacuum-dried at 80 °C for 3 h to remove moisture and calculate the acid 

doping level (ADL). The ADL was calculated according to Equation 1. 

Equation 1: 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =  
𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
/ 
𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
 

where WPA and WPBI are the wt% content of PA and PBI, respectively, and MPA and MPBI are 

the molar mass of PA and the polymer repeat unit, respectively. For all membranes, the ADL 

was approximately 11.5, representative of other literature preparations[9][10][11]. 

2.1.2 Assembly 
The MPL was spray-coated onto each GDL using nitrogen, and the solvent removed by 

heating at 120 °C for 10 s between each coat, after which each MPL-coated GDL was sintered 

at 300 °C for 3 h. Subsequently, the CL ink was sprayed on the MPL, and the solvent similarly 

removed, giving a final CL loading of 1 mgPt.cm-2. The samples were assembled by 

sandwiching the membrane between GDEs, using 150-µm-thick PTFE gaskets, hot-pressing 

the assembly at 140 °C for 270 s, with a constant pressure of 80 psi. The electrodes were 

square with an active area of 225 mm2 in all cases. 

2.1.3 °Electrochemical methods 
The hot-pressed samples were assembled into a single-cell 4 x 4 cm2 test rig, designed 

in-house, compressed with 0.5 N.m torque and operated at 150 °C. Polarisation curves were 

collected, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed for Sample 

Sets A and B, with the addition of cyclic voltammetry (CV) for Sample Set B. Using a 

potentiostat (E5000, Gamry), polarisation curves and EIS measurements were collected with 



100 mL.min-1 of dry hydrogen on the anode and dry oxygen on the cathode, and CV used 

33.4 mL.min-1 dry hydrogen on the anode and 140 mL.min-1 dry nitrogen on the cathode. The 

cathode of each MEA served as the working electrode, where the anode served as the counter 

and reference electrode in a typical 2-electrode set-up. 

Once the open-circuit voltage (OCV) stabilised, ten polarisation curves were collected 

by discharging from OCV to 0.1 V in 0.1 A steps with 5 s dwell time, and the final polarisation 

curve taken as the steady-state condition. Galvanostatic EIS was performed at 0.5 A (0.22 

A.cm-2) across a frequency range of 10,000 to 0.1 Hz, with a perturbation current of 10 mA. 

CV was performed between 0.05 and 0.5 V with a scan rate of 100 mV.s-1 and the hydrogen 

desorption curve used to calculate the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of the catalyst on 

the working electrode side using Equation 2. 

Equation 2: 

ECSA(𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑔𝑔𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) = Charge(𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚−2)/[210(𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚−2

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) × Catalyst Loading(𝑔𝑔𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚−2) ⁄  

Sample Set A underwent lifetime testing by running each cell at constant current, at the value 

associated with an initial voltage of ~0.6 V, for up to 100 h. A single cell was characterised 

immediately after hot-pressing, again after 50 h of operation, and finally after having operated 

for 100 h in total. X-ray CT characterisation was carried out for identically fabricated cells after 

0, 50 and 100 h of operation. Sample Set B underwent accelerated stress testing (AST) which 

consisted of repeated chronopotentiometry – 4-minute operation at 0.6 A.cm-2 followed by 

16-minute operation at 1.0 A.cm-2, for a total of 6 h[35]. The cells were held at OCV for ten 

minutes between each cycle, and the cycle repeated a total of 11 times, such that the entire 

testing regime lasted approximately 70 h.  X-ray CT characterisation was carried out on 

identically prepared pristine samples and the AST samples. 

2.2 X-ray micro-CT 
2.2.1 Sample preparation 
A laser micro-machining tool (A Series/Compact System, Oxford Lasers) was used to mill 

multiple circular discs of either 1.5 or 2 mm from the active area at ~0.8 W and at a scan speed 

of ~ 1 mm s-1, and 2-3 iterations. This size was chosen as a balance between improved 



signal-to-noise for a given exposure time and the need for a representative volume[38][39]. 

To ensure laser milling did not affect the sample discs more than mechanical cleavage, similar 

half-cell samples were prepared; a laser-milled and a mechanically hole-punched disc, each 

1.5 mm in diameter, both immersed in 85 wt% PA at room temperature for 10 s. Volume 

renderings and XZ-orthoslices are shown in Figure S1 for comparison, illustrating that the 

delicate microstructure is in fact more deformed by mechanical cleavage than by laser 

micro-machining. Sub-volumes (0.16 mm3) from the two GDLs gave similar porosities (54% 

and 49% for mechanical and laser, respectively), indicating a similar PA content in both. 

To improve the statistical robustness of the resulting tomographic analysis, a 

procedure for scanning multiple subsamples from each sample MEA was developed. An 

in-house sample holder (jig), compatible with the X-ray CT instrument’s sample stage, was 

designed in SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes), 3D-printed using a Form 3 (Formlabs) 3D 

printer, and each disc was individually placed into the recess of one jig part, before building 

into a stack and securing within the X-ray CT sample holder chuck. For Sample Set A, the 

samples were cut out completely before being placed in jig parts; in the process, the ‘anode 

side’ and ‘cathode side’ information for the operated samples was lost. However, for Sample 

Set B, two rather than three iterations of milling were used to leave the discs just intact such 

that each could be gently coaxed into the recess from the bulk MEA, retaining the ‘anode side’ 

facing upwards for all samples. CAD and optical images of the 3D-printed jig are shown in 

Figure S2. The advantage of this design is that acquisition for multiple samples (5-10) can be 

set up all at once in a multi-recipe scan, utilising overnight periods, despite scan times of only 

2-4 hours per sample. 

2.2.2 Image Acquisition 
An X-ray micro-CT instrument (Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa, Carl Zeiss) was used for all scanning 

in this study, equipped with a polychromatic source with a tube voltage range of 30-160 kV. A 

4× objective was chosen to give ~1 µm voxel dimension with a ca. 2 mm field-of-view at 

reasonable source-to-sample and sample-to-detector distances. Preliminary scanning was 

conducted to evaluate the degree to which PA could be discerned from other materials, hence 



“half cells” (GDL/MPL/CL) were fabricated and scanned both “dry” (pristine) and “wet” (85 wt% 

PA).  

Figure 1a shows two-dimensional slices (orthoslices) from X-ray CT tomograms of 

half-cells imaged in “dry” and “wet” (laser-milled disc shown in Figure S1) states. Previously, 

synchrotron tomographic imaging with a monochromatic 20 kV beam was shown to give 

distinguishable peaks for carbon fibres and binder in dry samples, but not in wet samples 

saturated with low concentration PA[24]. 

 
Figure 1: a) XZ- and YZ-orthoslices of dry and wet “half-cells” comprising GDL, MPL and CL. b) Histogram 

comparison between sub-volumes taken from the GDL of each volume. All scalebars denote 200 µm. 

Figure 1b shows a similar trend is observed where a higher grayscale shoulder in the dry 

sample is obscured in the wet sample where the presence of PA effectively renders the fibres, 

binder and PA one phase. It should be noted that this is the case even at relatively high PA 

concentration (~85 wt%) as here a lab-based polychromatic X-ray beam with a peak energy 

of 80 kV (as used in previous studies[35],[40]) has been used. Lower peak energies were 

selected for further scanning, a trade-off between improving contrast and retaining adequate 

flux for sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. X-ray acquisition parameters used in this study are 

shown in Table S1, the key differences being highlighted in Table 1. 

Table 1: Key X-ray CT acquisition parameters used in this study. 
Sample Set X-ray voltage 

(kV) 
Voxel size 

(µm) 
Exposure 
time (s) 

Projection 
Number 

Scan time per 
sample (h) 

Half-cells 80 1.09 8 801 1.8 
A 60 0.95 14 1101 4.3 

B (Pristine) 40 1.01 25 401 2.8 
B (AST) 50 1.01 25 501 3.5 



For Sample Set A, the X-ray parameters were internally consistent, but the X-ray energy was 

lowered between the sets to improve contrast and consequently, the exposure time was 

increased to retain good signal-to-noise. The Sample Set B pristine (0 h) samples were 

scanned with a low energy of 40 kV and minimal projections, both of which were increased 

slightly for AST samples to improve data quality, retaining the same voxel dimension. 

Generally, the number of projections was lowered versus the half-cell scans to facilitate shorter 

scans, whilst retaining adequate image quality. Slightly larger diameter discs (2.0 versus 

1.5 mm) were used to ensure that all replicates had the “anode side” facing upwards as this 

was practically more difficult with smaller discs. Therefore, the optimised parameters allow for 

seven to eight scans of 2-mm-diameter HT-PEFC discs with sufficient data quality for 

segmentation, within a 24 h period. 

2.2.3 Data Processing 
Each set of collected radiographs was reconstructed using a proprietary version of the 

Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) cone-beam algorithm[41] in XMReconstructor (Carl Zeiss). 

Each tomogram was processed in the same way to minimise variation: the data was 

transformed to be planar and cropped to produce cuboidal volumes. 3D renderings of these 

tomograms are shown in Figure 2. From the series of tomograms comprising each sample 

set, the largest cuboidal sub-volume was extracted that avoided the inclusion of air external 

to the cylindrical sample; for Sample Set A this was 1070 × 1070 × 525 voxels (0.533 mm3), 

for Sample Set B this was either 1013 × 1013 × 507 voxels (Pristine) or 1015 × 1015 × 508 

voxels (AST) (both also 0.533 mm3). XZ- orthoslices from each of the subvolume tomograms 

from Sample Set A and Sample Set B are shown in Figure S3 and Figure S4, respectively. 

Each tomogram was filtered twice, first with a 3D non-local means filter (search window=10 

pixels; local neighbourhood=3 pixels) which dramatically reduced the noise. Secondly, to 

enhance the feature edges, a 3D unsharp masking filter (edge size=9 pixels; edge 

contrast=0.9) was applied. 

To perform segmentations in a robust and time-efficient manner, particularly given the 

high number of tomograms involved, segmentation was performed using a two-stage, 



semi-automated approach, harnessing the power of machine-learning based segmentation 

(using freeware, Ilastik[42]) to perform the majority of voxel allocation, combined with a 

localised approach (performed in Avizo[43]) for membrane identification, phase separation 

and final adjustments. In the first stage, the machine-learning step achieves a ternary 

segmentation: high grayscale is allocated to the CL, low grayscale is allocated to Pore, and 

intermediate grayscales are allocated to a combined GDL/MPL/Membrane (and PA where 

applicable) phase. Subsequently, a localised procedure is used to segment Membrane from 

the other phases, as it is indistinguishable in grayscale value at 40-60 keV, and the resultant 

segmented volume was further divided into anode and cathode sides for Sample Set B, with 

a priori knowledge. An example of raw, filtered and segmented orthoslices from a single 

Sample Set A tomogram is shown in Figure S5. 



 
Figure 2: Volume renderings of processed tomograms from a) half-cell tests and b) lifetime tests on Sample Set A; 
c) AST tests on Sample Set B; d) Schematic illustrating the different layers of all samples. 



The processed volumes are imported into Ilastik as 2D TIFF stacks, selecting all pre-defined 

“features” (convolutional kernels)[42], and performing an initial user training by manually 

“painting” a small portion of the central slice in the XZ-direction. An initial machine-learning 

segmentation is computed and displayed, which allows the user to interact with the result to 

suggest further refinements before an updated segmentation is proposed. The initial training 

input, initial suggested segmentation, additional training and updated segmentation for the 

same central slice of a single tomogram is shown in Figure S6 as an illustration. Additional 

interaction by the user can be carried out on additional slices any orientation, specifically 

targeting areas of high uncertainty and regions that appear under or over-segmented from the 

first pass. For Sample Set A, training was undertaken on the central XZ-slice (20 min), and 

additions were made on the same slice (20 min) and a slice in the other directions (10 mins 

each) to give a result within one hour of interacting with the data. For Sample Set B, despite 

lower signal-to-noise ratio, only 30 min was required to provide a similarly visually acceptable 

segmentation. 

Stage two consisted of importing the output from Ilastik, along with the raw image, into 

Avizo and manually segmenting the membrane from the GDL, since the membrane is spatially 

separate from the other features but possesses similar grayscale. This segmentation was 

achieved by first using the outer edge of the pre-segmented CL to create a “Mask” phase. The 

combination of this phase and CL acted as an effective barrier, such that voxels with the 

grayscale values selected for segmentation using the “Magic Wand” tool would remain within 

the boundary of the “Mask+CL” region. The “Magic Wand” was used to select many narrow 

grayscale regions, which slowly built up the membrane phase. Finally, interpolation between 

slices, in either the xz- or yz-planes, was performed to fill any gaps, and the final segmentation 

was manually adjusted to smooth the membrane edges. Attempting a quaternary 

segmentation with the machine-learning approach proved problematic, leading to an under- or 

over-segmentation of GDL. Once this two-stage segmentation was complete, the two sides of 

the membrane were labelled separately, and final adjustments made to amend any major 

residual misallocations by manual re-allocation. 



2.2.4 Data Analysis 
Phase fraction calculations were computed in Avizo by simple voxel counting, and represent 

a proportion of the total volume, unless otherwise stated. The phase fraction for unoperated 

samples represents the carbonaceous phases that constitute the GDL and MPL, whereas the 

analogous phase fraction for operated samples represents these phases plus migrated PA. 

Clear distinction of PA from the carbonaceous phases was not possible with a polychromatic 

(40-60 keV) X-ray beam, and comparisons were drawn across samples, both for bulk and 

slice-by-slice analysis. It is worth noting that no lab-based system has yet shown sufficient 

contrast for direct segmentation and instead, complex operando set-ups have been required 

in order to subtract “dry” from “wet” images[27][44]. Here, we leverage the multi-sample, 

high-throughput procedure to provide statistically more robust estimates of PA distribution as 

a function of fuel cell operation. Volume-specific surface areas (VSSA) are calculated by 

producing surfaces from the voxel reconstructions and dividing the summated area by the total 

volume of that specific phase. 

To probe PA penetration into the GDL, a slice-by-slice (Z-direction) analysis was 

undertaken for all volumes. As PA penetrated deep into the GDL, and to avoid the uncertainty 

caused by variations in MPL phase fraction, the first and last 150 slices were also used to 

calculate average phase fractions for pore and GDL(/PA) for comparisons between 

unoperated and operated cells in the “strictly GDL region”. Measurements of membrane 

thicknesses were performed by taking the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) approach to 

the central peak, and inter-CL distances were peak-to-peak maxima distances. To 

characterise the pore domain, tortuosity factor in the z-direction (τz) and continuous pore size 

distributions (cPSD) calculations were performed in TauFactor[45] and ImageJ, respectively. 

Tortuosity factor (τ) in this formulation is defined in Equation 3: 

Equation 3: 
𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐴𝐴 

𝜀𝜀
𝜏𝜏
 

Where 𝜀𝜀 is the porosity in this study, D is the intrinsic diffusivity of whichever gas is flowing in 

the pores, and 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective diffusivity given by the presence of the solid phase. cPSD 



calculations follow an algorithm developed by Münch et al. that involves the determination of 

the amount of pore volume that can be filled with spheres of given radius, characterising a 

continuous pore volume as if it were composed of a distribution of these spheres. The reader 

is referred to [46] for more detail and a mathematical description of the algorithm.  

 Given both the greater solid density in the MPL region and its almost complete filling 

in operated samples, GDL regions were selected by choosing an appropriate slice number 

from the slice-by-slice analysis of each dataset. For the pristine samples, this value was taken 

at the elbow-point of the CL, where there was a noticeable change in CL “area”, typically ~200 

slices. For the aged samples, because of the greater intrusion of the PA into the pores, values 

were chosen where the GDL/MPL (PA) phase fraction equalled the pore phase, typically ~150 

slices. This ensured that the complete flooding of pores near the CL did not distort the values 

for pore size and tortuosity of the GDL/MPL. Importantly, attempts to quantify τz
 through entire 

GDEs often gave very high or even infinite values due to low or no percolation at the imaged 

resolution such that focus was given to residual percolated volumes after PA leaching. After 

extraction of the subvolumes from both the top and bottom of each sample, the datasets were 

binarized to form “solid” and “pore” phases, before application of the tortuosity factor and cPSD 

procedures. Where “± errors” are reported, the standard error of the mean is given, equivalent 

to the sample standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of measurements 

made. 

3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Sample Set A 
100 h of operation at constant current was monitored by taking voltage readings throughout, 

measuring polarisation curves at 0, 50 and 100 h, and performing EIS before and after 

operation (Figure 3). Figure 3a clearly shows that operating at a fixed current density is 

accompanied by significant degradation (20 mV between 20 h and 100 h) within a relatively 

short duration, which is equivalent to 10% voltage loss in less than 250 h (where the current 

US DoE target is 5000 h[47]). This early-stage degradation corresponds to a loss of ca. 

200 µV.h-1 which is an order of magnitude greater than previous durability studies[48][49]. This 



may be because the cell in this work is considerably smaller than those examined in the 

literature such that detrimental edge effects may be enhanced. Additionally, the tests 

presented here are shorter term (100 h versus 800-1000 h in the literature), such that a plateau 

in voltage after 100 h would imply an over-estimation of degradation. Finally, and potentially 

most importantly, the doping procedure (85 wt% orthophosphoric acid at 140 °C for 6 h) and 

level (ADL = 11.5) were specifically chosen to exacerbate PA leaching for electrochemical and 

microstructural analysis, rather than using a polyphosphoric route[48] shown to give improved 

physicochemical properties[50] or a lower doping level (e.g. ADL = 3.5[49]). The polarisation 

curves display the same trend, with maximum current densities of 407 mW.cm-2 at 0 h, 

390 mW.cm-2 at 50 h and 365 mW.cm-2 at 100 h (average -0.4 mW cm-2 h-1). The complex 

plane plot in Figure 3c illustrates that the ohmic contribution to impedance is approximately 

unaffected by operation, but that there is an appreciable increase from 0.31 to 0.35 Ω.cm2 

(~13%) in the sum of charge transfer resistance and mass transfer resistance, also evident at 

low and high current densities, respectively, in the polarisation curves shown in Figure 3b. 

Attributing losses specifically to either or both of the anode and cathode is beyond the scope 

of this work. 

 
Figure 3: Electrochemical data pertaining to Sample Set A, a) Voltage-time plot for the duration of operation; 
b) Polarisation curves (black) and power density curves (red) for 0 h (line), 50 h (dashed) and 100 h (dotted); 
c) Complex plane plots for 0 and 100 h. 

A single XZ-orthoslice from filtered and segmented tomograms for each sample is shown in 

Figure 4. The defined fibrous structure of the GDL is evident in both 0-h-samples 

(Figure 4 a,c), attributable to a lack of observable PA in any of the micron-sized pores. 

Although hot-pressing can lead to a small quantity of PA escaping the MEA, the porous 

microstructure of the GDL-MPL layers is still visibly empty. This is not the case in either the 



50- or 100-h-samples, where significant quantities of PA have migrated into the porous 

microstructure, in both cases partially but appreciably filling the MPL and GDL layers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure 4: X-ray CT data pertaining to Sample Set A: Filtered XZ-orthoslices from a), c) 0 h tomograms; e), g) 50 h 
tomograms; i), k) 100 h tomograms; Corresponding segmented XZ-orthoslices from b, d) 0 h tomograms; f, h) 50 h 
tomograms; j, l) 100 h tomograms. 



From the segmented datasets, phase fractions are calculated for seven phases - three phases 

for top and bottom (CL, Pore, and combined GDL-MPL – and PA where applicable) plus the 

membrane. PA cannot be reliably segmented from the GDL, but bulk phase fractions from 

operated and unoperated samples, shown in Table 2 and Figure S7, provide an estimate of 

the leached PA, with the full global phase fraction results shown in Table S2. In 0-h-samples, 

the GDL/MPL phase accounts for 14-15% of the total volume, consistent for both sides and 

samples, providing a baseline against which to compare operated samples. Notably, the VSSA 

was 0.33 & 0.31 µm-1 and 0.34 & 0.33 µm-1 for the top & bottom of 0 h (01) and 0 h (02), 

respectively; this high level of similarity representing successful segmentation that captures 

the same morphology of material, regardless of side or sample. In both the 50-h-samples and 

100-h-samples, there is a significant increase in this phase fraction, due to PA leaching. For 

50-h-samples, the average GDL/MPL/PA phase fraction increases to 24% and 28% for the 

top and bottom, respectively, which represents an average sample increase of 11.2 ± 1.6% 

by volume (~0.06 mm3
 in absolute terms) at one electrode. Similarly, for 100-h-samples, the 

same phase fraction shows an increment of 10.0 ± 2.4% by volume (~0.05 mm3) versus 

0-h-samples, although there is greater variation in the replicates compared with the 50-h-case 

(26% and 24% versus 26% and 26% for the 100-h- and 50-h-cases, respectively). The results 

of an analysis of the first and last 150 slices (GDL only) are shown in Table S3. The average 

phase fraction when excluding the MPL region increases from 0.30 (0 h) to 0.55 (50 and 

100 h), equating to a concomitant filling of ~35% and 40% for 50 h and 100 h (due to a small 

difference in CL distribution). Both the full electrode and GDL-only analysis imply that between 

0 and 50 h, a substantial amount of PA egresses from the membrane and CL into the pore 

space of the GDL/MPL, consistent with literature that suggests GDL flooding reaches a 

steady-state in just a few hours[25]. Although this quantity does not increase substantially in 

the following 50 h, the data suggests an increasing heterogeneity in PA distribution with time, 

such that the impact of longer-term testing on PA distribution requires further investigation. 

 

 



Table 2: Global GDL/MPL/(PA) phase fraction for each sample and comparisons versus the pristine state. 

To inspect the degree of PA egress, slice-by-slice analysis was conducted (Figure 5), plotting 

each phase’s area fraction from the bottom (Layer 1) to the top (Layer 535). Note that each 

layer is ~0.95 µm thick. First, it is observed that the membrane thickness (FWHM) increases 

a little with operation time, from ~45-48 µm (0 h, Figure 5 a,b), to ~49-51 µm (50 h, 

Figure 5 c,d), to ~52-56 µm (100 h, Figure 5 e,f), although these small increments with only 

duplicate data require further investigation to confirm. The CL areal fraction peak tends to 

move further from the membrane with operation time, and an increased overall magnitude and 

greater magnitude in each curve’s “tail” is observed, depicting increasing penetration of Pt into 

the GDL with operation. Of course, there is no physical reason to suspect that the true quantity 

of Pt increases as a function of operating time; instead, the bulk phase fraction increase is an 

artefact of the fact that even small quantities of very electron-dense Pt appear appreciably 

bright in the tomograms to be allocated as such. Thus, Pt migration that is not complete but 

involves migratory and residual metal yields an effective increase in measured CL phase 

fraction. It is also observed that the CL peaks after 100 h are taller and narrower, suggestive 

of inner Pt that is close to the membrane migrating outwards to amass at the newly established 

interface, as well as Pt migration into the GDE, although this requires more experimentation 

to confirm. Overall, the observed Pt migration may explain the greater activation losses seen 

in the operated cells’ polarisation curves in Figure 3b. Membrane thickness and inter-CL 

distance data are given in Table S4. 

Electrode GDL/MPL/(PA) Phase fraction 
0 h Mean 50 h Mean 100 h Mean 50 h vs 0h 100 h vs 0h 

Top 15.3% 23.7% 28.7% 8.4% 13.4% 
Bottom 14.0% 28.0% 20.6% 14.0% 6.7% 
Mean 14.6 ± 0.4% 25.8 ± 1.5% 24.7 ± 2.4% 11.2 ± 1.6% 10.0% ± 2.4% 



 
Figure 5: Slice-by-slice plots for Sample Set A, showing the area fraction for each of the seven phases from the 
bottom (Layer 1) to the top (Layer 535) for (a) 0 h (01); (b) 0 h (02); (c) 50 h (01); (d) 50 h (02); (e) 100 h (01); (f) 
100 h (02). 

 Importantly, the curves pertaining to the GDL/MPL phase (0 h, Figure 5a,b)) and 

GDL/MPL/PA composite phase (50 h, Figure 5c,d and 100 h, Figure 5e,f) present different 

shapes. In Figure 5a,b, there are peaks for both sides attributable to the MPL region, followed 



by an average of ~30% carbonaceous volume. However, in Figure 5c,d, there are broader 

and higher peaks just after the MPL, and secondary, taller peaks towards the top and bottom 

of the GDL (where the flow-fields had been). In this case, from GDL-only calculations, the 

average GDL/MPL/PA phase fraction is ~55%. Despite very similar values in bulk quantity in 

100-h-samples (also ~55%), the distribution can be seen (Figure 5e,f) to differ, versus 

50-h-samples (Figure 5c,d). In the 100-h-case, one of the sides retains the double peak, 

whereas the other has a much less significant peak towards the flow-field end and there is a 

large discrepancy between the amount of PA on both sides. As this analysis only captures the 

residual PA inside the GDL/MPL, further work to inspect the volume of PA that escapes via 

the flow-field is planned using an in-situ set-up.  

 The impact on the porous network was investigated by both cPSD and tortuosity factor 

measurements for each GDL layer of all six samples. The cPSD results are summarised in 

Table 3. There is little difference in the average (r50) pore sizes between the two sides of the 

unoperated MEAs. For 50-h-samples this remains the same with a small increase in 

intrasample difference for 100-h-samples. However, there is a significant measured difference 

in pore r50 between the unoperated cells (12.6 ± 0.2 µm) and operated cells (15.5 ± 0.2 µm 

and 15.7 ± 0.4 µm for 50 h and 100 h, respectively). These changes represent average 

increases of 23% and 25% for 50 h and 100 h, respectively. Given the inundation of the GDL 

with PA, and the greater mass transport losses seen in Figure 3, it might appear 

counterintuitive that the average pore size increases for the operated cells. However, there is 

a wide PSD for the unoperated cells, including many small pores that are mainly filled in the 

operated cases, causing the median value to increase. Moreover, it is not just the pore size 

that is important, but also the connectivity and “constrictivity” of the pore throats that must be 

considered. It is also worth noting that although the solid phase r50 values for the “dry” fibres 

for both sides of both 0-h-samples are very similar (4.4-4.7 µm), much greater magnitude and 

variation is observed for both operated samples due to the inclusion of PA in the solid phase 

and its uneven distribution across the two sides of the membrane. 

 



Table 3: Summary of Pore cPSD results for Sample Set A 
Sample Electrode Pore r50 (µm) Mean Pore r50 (µm) Top/Bot. Pore r50 (µm) 
0 h (01) Top 12.2 12.4 0.98 

Bottom 12.5 
0 h (02) Top 13.2 12.8 1.06 

Bottom 12.4 
0 h Mean Top 12.7 12.6 ± 0.2 1.02 

Bottom 12.4 
50 h (01) Top 14.9 15.2 0.97 

Bottom 15.4 
50 h (02) Top 15.4 15.7 0.96 

Bottom 16.1 
50 h Mean Top 15.2 15.5 ± 0.2 0.97 

Bottom 15.7 
100 h (01) Top 16.2 15.4 1.11 

Bottom 14.6 
100 h (02) Top 15.5 16.0 0.93 

Bottom 16.6 
100 h Mean Top 15.8 15.7 ± 0.4 1.01 

Bottom 15.6 

The z-tortuosity factor (through-plane) results of the binarized GDL volumes are shown in 

Table 4. Despite the increasing r50 upon operation, there is a significant increase in tortuosity 

factor from 4.5 ± 0.8 in 0-h-samples to 10.6 ± 3.2 in 50-h-samples. The mean pore τz of 

100-h-samples is also greater than in the unoperated cells but there is a significant difference 

between each GDL per sample. 

Table 4: Summary of z-tortuosity factor (τz) results for Sample Set A 
Sample Electrode Pore τz Connectivity Mean Pore τz Top/Bot. Pore τz 
0 h (01) Top 4.33 99.7% 4.0 1.20 

Bottom 3.61 99.7% 
0 h (02) Top 4.42 99.6% 5.0 0.81 

Bottom 5.49 99.8% 
0 h Mean Top 4.38 99.7% 4.5 ± 0.4 0.96 

Bottom 4.55 99.8% 
50 h (01) Top 11.2 95.7% 10.7 1.10 

Bottom 10.2 97.0% 
50 h (02) Top 6.53 95.6% 10.4 0.46 

Bottom 14.3 95.9% 
50 h Mean Top 8.87 95.7% 10.6 ± 1.6 0.72 

Bottom 12.3 96.5% 
100 h (01) Top 9.34 88.0% 7.2 1.86 

Bottom 5.02 96.8% 
100 h (02) Top 11.5 88.8% 7.2 3.90 

Bottom 2.95 98.6% 
100 h Mean Top 10.4 88.4% 7.2 ± 2.0 2.61 

Bottom 3.99 97.8% 

Although the pore τz is approximately equal for both sides of both 0-h-samples, the variance 

in this value increases with operation time. The pore network in the 50 h (01) sample appears 

to have been uniformly hindered with PA distributed similarly on both sides, but despite a 



similar connectivity, the 50 h (02) sample is more severely affected by PA in the bottom 

electrode than the top. In 100-h-samples, there is an even larger discrepancy in the pore τz
 on 

either side of the membrane, and in this case, this is matched by a concomitant drop in 

connectivity. The increased resistance to gas permeation between the current collector side 

and the membrane side in one GDL of each of the 100-h-samples correlates with the increase 

in mass transport polarisation losses shown in Figure 3c. 

3.2 Sample Set B 
To improve the statistical significance of the data collected, and by using a standard AST 

available in the recent literature[35], a second set of samples was investigated in 

quadruplicate.  Electrochemical testing was performed both on the pristine cell (0 h) and after 

the 70-h of load cycling between 0.6 and 1.0 A.cm-2 of the same. Voltage readings were taken 

throughout, as well as measuring pre- (0 h) and post- (AST) polarisation curves, along with 

EIS and CV curves, shown in Figure 6. XCT samples were taken from the AST sample and 

compared with a separate 0 h sample made following the same procedure and material batch. 



 
Figure 6: Electrochemical data pertaining to Sample Set B, a) Voltage-time plot for the duration of operation; 
b) Polarisation curves (black) and power density curves (red) for 0 h (line) and AST (dashed); c) complex plane 
plot for before (black) and after (red) AST; d) Cyclic voltammograms for before (black) and after (red) AST. 

A significant decline in performance is clearly observable in the voltage drop seen at either 

current density (Figure 6a), 10 mV at 0.6 A.cm-2 and 16 mV at 1.0 A.cm-2 over ~70 h, similar 

in magnitude to the voltage drops observed in Sample Set A. All three ‘regimes’ in the 

polarisation curves (Figure 6b) and in the magnitude of the semi-circular arcs in the complex 

plane plot (Figure 6c) also signal significant performance degradation. The greater activation 

and mass transport losses seen in the polarisation curve are reflected in the emergence of an 

observable mid-frequency arc in the complex plane plot and an increase from 0.31 to 

0.41 Ω.cm2 in overall polarisation resistance (~32% increase). There is minimal increase in the 

DC ohmic resistance (high-frequency intercept), which is thought to be due to more than 

sufficient PA doping in PBI such that a certain degree of PA leaching does not have a 

significant impact on the conductivity of the membrane. However, an ohmic loss increase is 

more apparent in the polarisation curve. This may be due to acid leaching and catalyst 



migration causing the dead region between catalyst layer and membrane to become larger, 

whilst the membrane resistance is only minimally impacted. 

The CV curves shown in Figure 6d illustrate a small drop in ECSA, measured to be 

55.4 cm2.mg-1 in the 0 h cell and 50.0 cm2.mg-1 in the AST cell, representing a ~10% decrease, 

accounting for increased activation losses. The sum of charge transfer resistance and mass 

transfer resistance in the pristine cell is 0.29 Ω.cm2, very similar to that seen for Sample Set A 

(0.31 Ω.cm2), which increases to 0.38 Ω.cm2 after the AST, representing a ~31% increase. 

The membrane swelling, Pt migration and PA egress from the membrane (Figure 7) 

qualitatively capture the correlation of microstructural change with these indicators of 

electrochemical performance decline. However, the degradation effects observed here are 

likely compound effects arising from multiple, independent degradation mechanisms. Unlike 

LT-PEFCs, which have established ASTs to target specific modes of degradation, HT-PEFCs 

still lack standardised AST protocols. Thus, future work should aim to develop such targeted 

ASTs, which would allow for direct correlation between electrochemical degradation and 

morphological changes in the MEA components observed by X-ray CT.  

 



 
Figure 7: X-ray CT data pertaining to Sample Set B: Filtered XZ-orthoslices from a), c), e), g) 0 h tomograms; b), 
d), f), h) Corresponding segmented XZ-orthoslices from 0 h tomograms and from i), k), m), o) AST tomograms; j), 
l), n), p) Corresponding segmented XZ-orthoslices from AST tomograms. 



The segmented volumes were analysed quantitatively, both globally and by a slice-by-slice 

method. The full results from this analysis are given in Table S4 and a summary of the 

GDL/MPL (unoperated) and GDL/MPL/PA (operated) composite phase fractions are shown in 

Table 5. Importantly, the average phase fraction for the PA-free carbonaceous phase is 

15.2 ± 0.4%, which is consistent with the value observed previously for Sample Set A 

0-h-samples (14.6 ± 0.4%), highlighting that the sample-to-sample variation is <5% (~0.6% in 

absolute phase fraction).  

Table 5: Global GDL/MPL/(PA) phase fractions from 0 h (unoperated) and AST (operated) cells, per electrode for 
each replicate and mean values. 

Sample Electrode GDL/MPL/(PA) phase fraction Mean 
0 h (01) Anode 15.9% 16.7% 

Cathode 17.5% 
0 h (02) Anode 15.5% 15.1% 

Cathode 14.7% 
0 h (03) Anode 15.1% 15.4% 

Cathode 15.7% 
0 h (04) Anode 13.8% 13.8% 

Cathode 13.7% 
0 h Mean Anode 15.1% 15.2 ± 0.4% 

Cathode 15.4% 
AST (01) Anode 20.1% 21.3% 

Cathode 22.5% 
AST (02) Anode 25.3% 24.0% 

Cathode 22.6% 
AST (03) Anode 22.6% 23.2% 

Cathode 23.8% 
AST (04) Anode 21.8% 22.2% 

Cathode 22.7% 
AST Mean Anode 22.4% 22.7% ± 0.3% 

Cathode 22.9% 
 
The equivalent mean and standard error of the mean values for the AST samples were 22.7% 

and ~0.3%, demonstrating a significant filling of the porous region of the MPL and GDL with 

leached PA (almost one-third of the pore phase flooded). The mean difference between the 

two sets (7.4 ± 0.5%) represents an average volumetric increase of ~0.04 mm3 in each 

electrode, similar in magnitude to the lifetime testing of Sample Set A (0.05-0.06 mm3). It is 

perhaps surprising that this AST, which incorporates current cycling, leads to a similar amount 



of PA in the GDL/MPL as operating at a single current density for a similar number of hours 

(50-100 versus 70 h); suggesting that there is a saturation limit, the current cycling has little 

added effect over operation time, or that switching between these two current densities has 

some compensatory effect[51]. More research is required at the flow-field level to understand 

if in fact the AST causes greater PA egress through the gas channels, whilst nevertheless 

leaving similar residual PA in the porous electrodes. 

The results of areal slice-by-slice analysis are presented in Figure 8. The average 

measured membrane thicknesses (FWHM) show a more pronounced increase than that 

observed in lifetime testing, from 44 ± 2 µm in 0-h-samples (Figure 8 a,b,c,d) to 63 ± 1 µm in 

AST-samples (Figure 8 e,f,g,h), representing on average a 44% increase, far more significant 

than the internal variation in either case (see Table S5). The irreversible swelling observed 

with this AST is greater in magnitude than the reversible swelling observed in early 

radiographic studies (20%)[19]. This observation is also contrary to the MEA shrinkage seen 

in early tomographic literature[25] and indeed implies a volumetric increase despite PA egress. 

Although only small changes in membrane thickness were detected in-situ by a distance 

sensor in recent work[35], the authors highlight that with the production of large amounts of 

water at high current densities, protolysis and PA dilution are expected. The impact of 

post-mortem electrochemical testing can be effectively ruled out since these are thought to 

result in a shrinkage[35], and the same electrochemical tests were carried out for the pristine 

and operated samples in this study.  However, due to the ex-situ nature of the investigation, 

forming small discs for X-ray CT investigation may allow MEA mechanical stresses built up 

during operation to be relieved by sample sectioning, leading to post-mortem deformation. 

This possibility will be further investigated by lab-based in-situ measurements in future work. 

 



 
Figure 8: Slice-by-slice plots for Sample Set B, showing the area fraction for each of the seven phases from the 
cathode (Layer 1) to the anode (Layer 506) for (a) 0 h (01); (b) 0 h (02); (c) 0 h (03); (d) 0 h (04); (e) AST (01); (f) 
AST (02); (g) AST (03); (h) AST (04). 



The behaviour of the CL during the AST is also noteworthy. Given that membrane 

swelling likely accounts for between 14 and 24 µm, if CL migration behaviour during the AST 

matches the lifetime testing regime, an increase in inter-CL distance of the order of 38 – 48 

µm is expected. Indeed, the average inter-CL peak distance in the 0-h- (Figure 8 a,b,c,d) and 

AST-samples (Figure 8 e,f,g,h) is 54 ± 3 µm and 88 ± 3 µm, respectively, representing a 

change of between 28 and 41 µm. However, unlike for Sample Set A, the distances between 

CL peaks and the centre of the membrane are not the same for each electrode in Sample 

Set B, with a significantly greater migration of the cathode CL (50 µm) than the anode CL 

(37 µm) (see Table S6), suggesting cathodic CL degradation may be greater than anodic CL 

degradation under the AST regime studied. This would, however, require a more in-depth EIS 

study or a 3-electrode set-up to experimentally verify, which is beyond the scope of this work. 

With regards to PA migration into the MPL/GDL region, the eight samples present a 

coherent picture which is different from that observed during lifetime testing. In the unoperated 

cells (Figure 8 a,b,c,d), there is a peak close to the membrane, after the CL, representing the 

denser MPL layer. After this, the carbonaceous phase fraction generally falls, averaging 

between 0.27 and 0.34 across all sides and all replicates (overall average 0.30, as for 

0-h-samples in Sample Set A). However, in the operated cells (Figure 8 e,f,g,h), rather than 

the bimodal distribution seen in most electrodes in 50-h- and 100-h-samples, the AST samples 

present a single large peak at the location attributable to the MPL, without the secondary peak 

towards where the flow-fields had been. In fact, in all cases there is a depletion of PA as one 

moves further out from the initial MPL peak. This has been quantified in Table S8 as the 

average phase fraction across the first and last 150 slices, where the GDL/MPL/(PA) phase 

fraction is increased from 0.30 to 0.42 in the GDL region (~41%), a smaller proportional 

increase versus the entire electrode change (~49%). This may indicate a larger build-up in the 

MPL region, but that perhaps the PA observed at the outer edges in the lifetime operated cells 

had escaped via the flow-field, giving a similar residual increase in PA content. Such a 

hypothesis would require imaging of the flow-field and/or monitoring of the exhaust gases to 

confirm. 



cPSD and τz measurements were also performed on both electrodes of each sample, 

with the cPSD summary shown in Table 6. First, the mean pore size (r50 = 12.6 ± 0.4 µm) 

compares very well with the unoperated cells in Sample Set A (r50 = 12.6 ± 0.2 µm), as is 

expected for these nominally equivalent cells. Again, it is clear there is very little discrepancy 

between each electrode in these pristine cells. However, there is a small pore size increase 

after AST, attributable to the greater filling of smaller pores. However, this effect is thought to 

be less pronounced than that seen during lifetime testing due to the greater concentration of 

egressed PA in the MPL region which is effectively removed from the analysed volumes here. 

Therefore, it is likely only the smaller number of small pores found in the GDL being filled that 

causes the observed change.  

Table 6: Summary of Pore cPSD results for Sample Set B 
Sample Electrode Pore r50 (µm) Mean Pore r50 (µm) An./Cat. Pore r50 (µm) 
0 h (01) Anode 12.0 11.9 1.01 

Cathode 11.8 
0 h (02) Anode 11.5 11.5 1.00 

Cathode 11.5 
0 h (03) Anode 11.7 13.8 1.01 

Cathode 11.6 
0 h (04) Anode 13.1 13.3 0.97 

Cathode 13.5 
0 h Mean Anode 12.6 12.6 ± 0.4 1.00 

Cathode 12.6 
AST (01) Anode 13.3 14.0 0.91 

Cathode 14.6 
AST (02) Anode 13.7 14.1 0.95 

Cathode 14.5 
AST (03) Anode 12.9 13.4 0.92 

Cathode 13.9 
AST (04) Anode 12.3 13.2 0.87 

Cathode 14.1 
AST Mean Anode 13.0 13.7 ± 0.3 0.91 

Cathode 14.3 

The final column of Table 6 indicates that the average pore size is slightly larger on the cathode 

side than the anode side, although the interpretation of this result is best examined in 

conjunction with the tortuosity factor results shown in Table 7. 

 

 

 



Table 7: Summary of z-tortuosity factor (τz) results for Sample Set B 
Sample Electrode Pore τz Connectivity Mean Pore τz Top/Bot. Pore τz 
0 h (01) Anode 3.34 99.6% 3.2 1.07 

Cathode 3.11 99.5% 
0 h (02) Anode 3.06 99.7% 3.0 1.05 

Cathode 2.92 99.7% 
0 h (03) Anode 2.55 99.9% 2.8 0.84 

Cathode 3.02 99.8% 
0 h (04) Anode 2.86 99.9% 2.7 1.13 

Cathode 2.52 99.9% 
0 h Mean Anode 2.95 99.7% 2.9 ± 0.1 1.02 

Cathode 2.89 99.7% 
AST (01) Anode 3.92 96.9% 3.6 1.21 

Cathode 3.20 97.8% 
AST (02) Anode 4.68 96.6% 4.4 1.12 

Cathode 4.17 97.9% 
AST (03) Anode 5.13 97.9% 4.8 1.17 

Cathode 4.38 97.4% 
AST (04) Anode 5.70 97.0% 4.6 1.60 

Cathode 3.54 98.4% 
AST Mean Anode 4.85 97.1% 4.3 ± 0.3  1.26 

Cathode 3.83 97.9% 

Indeed, a significant increase in tortuosity factor is observed, as well as a consistently higher 

tortuosity factor for the anode side. Importantly, if the binarized volume is allowed to extend 

any further towards the MPL region, it rises exponentially for all AST samples, again 

highlighting significant filling of the MPL. There is also lower connectivity in all AST cases than 

in the pristine cases, mostly marginally lower in the former on the anode side than the cathode 

side. From solely the quantity of PA in each GDL, this result would not be apparent, as in most 

cases the GDL/MPL/(PA) phase fraction is lower on the anode side. Nonetheless, the 

tortuosity factor calculations run on the binarized GDL layers suggest that either at the 

GDL/MPL and/or the GDL/flow-field interface, there is greater flooding of PA on the anode 

side than the cathode side, more greatly hindering gas transport on this electrode. Further 

investigation to probe the mechanism and establish whether "electrochemical pumping” in this 

direction is the dominant factor will be the focus of future work.  

4 Conclusions 
Lifetime and accelerated stress testing of HT-PEFCs have been undertaken, correlating their 

microstructure and electrochemical performance by combining lab-based X-ray micro-CT and 

machine-learning segmentation. Statistically significant changes in the membrane, CL and 



MPL/GDL, particularly in regard to PA leaching, can be detected and well-characterised 

without a synchrotron. Although the low-flux, polychromatic lab-source precludes direct ex-situ 

determination of PA location, a multi-sample approach allows ready access to data that can 

be reliably segmented to yield insights into global and layer-by-layer PA distribution. The 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

i. A laser micro-machining sample preparation route has been developed that can be 

implemented to provide sufficiently small discs to yield adequate image quality for 

reliable segmentation by a novel machine-learning based approach. By careful 

selection of milling parameters, MEA orientation can be retained, giving rise to greater 

insights into PA leaching anisotropy. 

ii. High-fidelity segmented volumes allow for analysis of membrane width, Pt catalyst 

migration, PA leaching and concomitant changes in the pore networks. 

iii. Duplicate lifetime testing shows that the quantity of GDL/MPL-held PA was little 

changed between 50 h and 100 h, corroborating reports that a steady-state is 

established within the first few hours. Nonetheless, PA re-distribution likely continues 

on the order of tens of hours, leading to non-uniform filling. Observed mass transfer 

polarisation losses correlate well with the recorded microstructural change. 

iv. Slice-by-slice analysis of the volumes operated at constant current density identified a 

bimodal distribution of leached PA, with maxima in the MPL region and towards the 

outer GDL edge, towards where the flow-fields had been. cPSD and tortuosity factor 

analysis suggested that smaller pores were filled preferentially, and that with longer 

operation, a greater disparity in pore network connectivity and tortuosity factor between 

the two electrodes evolved.  

v. Quadruplicate accelerated stress testing showed a similar quantity of leached PA 

residing in the GDL but with a single, larger maximum at the MPL. This concentration 

of PA served as a greater barrier to gas transport than the similar quantity of PA in the 

other tests, resulting in a more significant mass transfer polarisation loss. 



vi. cPSD analysis of the GDL region highlighted a less pronounced filling of smaller pores 

but importantly the z-tortuosity factor was observed to increase, and pore connectivity 

to decrease, after the AST.  

vii. It was also observed that the AST had a much more pronounced impact on membrane 

swelling and led to less uniform Pt migration across electrodes. However, as discussed 

in relation to the electrochemical results of Sample Set B, the AST used here likely 

results in several degradation mechanisms occurring at once. Thus, we stress the 

need to create standardised, targeted ASTs that are specific to each degradation 

mechanism and timescale, which would allow for better correlation between 

electrochemical degradation and changes in MEA morphology observed by X-ray CT.   

It is hoped that more research will focus not only on improving the statistical robustness of 

X-ray CT measurements in electrochemical devices, but that this study has also underlined 

that a greater understanding of how PA re-distributes within and exits a real cell will help in 

the design of improved HT-PEFCs. Indeed, the platform developed here has been applied to 

the application of a PA leaching mitigation approach, which will be the focus of a follow-up 

publication. 

5 Glossary 
HT-PEFC – high-temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cell 

PBI – polybenzimidazole 

PA – phosphoric acid 

MEA – membrane electrode assembly 

LT-PEFC – low-temperature polymer electrolyte fuel cell 

CL – catalyst layer 

MPL – microporous layer 

CT – computed tomography 

GDL – gas diffusion layer 

EIS – electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

PNM – pore network model 

AST – accelerated stress test 



GDE – gas diffusion electrode 

PTFE – polytetrafluoroethylene 

ADL – acid doping level 

CV – cyclic voltammetry 

OCV – open-circuit voltage 

ECSA – electrochemical surface area 

CAD – computer-aided design 

VSSA – volume-specific surface area 

cPSD – continuous particle size distribution 

FWHM – full-width half-maximum 

DoE – Department of Energy 
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